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Securities and Exchange Commission
100 F Street, NE
Washington, D.C. 20549
RE: Proceeding No. 3-17963, and No. 3-18256
Motion For Leave To Adduce Additional Evidence In My Case In The Above
Stated Case Numbers Invoking S.E.C. Rule# 452
I am asking in this motion for the S.E.C. to allow additional evidence in my
case which is extremely relevant to my position as to when I notified FINRA
about my intention to withdraw from my AWC which is the dispute this
case revolves around. I am a Pro Se individual with limited resources. I have
asked numerous times in discovery requests to both Finra and The
Securities and Exchange Commission to prove my allegation that I spoke
with Finra in a timely manner to withdraw from a flawed AWC agreement.
Up to now I have been thwarted at every turn. Up to now Finra has
adamantly stated in all its motions that the first time I spoke with them
about withdrawing from the AWC in question was May, 5, 2016. I have
repeatedly claimed that it was in April of 2016 and I have not been able to
get the phone records and logs showing when I did reach out to Finra in this
AWC to withdraw. I have just received these phone logs which show
multiple calls between myself with FINRA in the Boca Raton Office of Finra
in the month of April, 2016. It took a lot of time and. effort to retrieve these
records which were archived. That time had the effect of passing the
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deadline for evidence to be used in this case. I have asked the phone
company that e-mailed me the records to overnight them to me so I could
have them tomorrow. At that time I will furnish the records to the
Commission to use in their review of the case at hand. I am asking for the
Commission's consideration again using Rule 452 which states if there is
new evidence that is crucial for me to support my claims in this case that
they allow me to adduce this new evidence for the Commission's review. I
am fighting for right to work in this matter. It is as serious as it can be for
me and my family. I am hoping that the Commission would be seeking
nothing more than the truth in this matter and this new evidence will help
shed a lot of new light in this matter. Thank You for your consideration.

Sincerely,
�'<1�

Bruce Zipper, fr���

cc: Colleen Durbin, Attorney for FINRA
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